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A time-stepping method for non-smooth mechanical systems 
Christian Studer and Christoph Glocker
Center of Mechanics, ETH Zuerich, Tannenstrasse 3, CH-8092 Zuerich
Time-stepping algorithms allow a robust simulation of dynamical problems with many unilateral constraints and friction. It’s
idea is to calculate velocity updates instead of accelerations. As a consequence, contact behaviour and impact can be treated
by the same equations. The unilateral constraints are modelled by set-valued force laws. The resulting inequalities can be
solved by writing inclusions as non-linear equations.
1 Description of a non-smooth system
We consider mechanical systems with unilateral contacts and planar friction contacts. Both kind of contacts are described by
a contact force λi and a relative contact velocity γi, which are connected by set-valued force laws (figure 1). The set-valued
Fig. 1 Set-valued force laws for unilateral and planar friction contacts.
force law of the unilateral contact is formulated on velocity level and should thus only be applied on closed contacts. Using a
Lagrange I formulation of the equation of motion yields
u˙ = M−1(h +
n∑
i=1
Wiλi), q˙ = u. (1)
In case of an impact, an impact equation together with n set-valued impact laws has to be stated. Further information is
provided in [2, 3, 4]. For simplicity we exclude an explicit dependency of the dynamical system on time t.
2 Time Stepping
In this section we show one possible discretization of a non-smooth mechanical system. The so called time-stepping methods
merge the equation of motion and the impact equation. We will discuss the time-stepping method known as Moreau’s midpoint
rule [6]. The equation of motion (1) is integrated over a finite time interval ∆t = tE − tB . By the index B we denote the
velocity and displacement at tB , the index E stands for the time tE . The mass matrix M and the matrix of the generalized
force directions Wi are treated to be constant in the time interval [tB , tE ]. By the index M we denote the midpoint time. We
assume
MM = M(qB + ∆t2 uB) hM = h(qB +
∆t
2 uB ,uB)
∫ tE
tB
h dt = hM∆t Λˆi =
∫ tE
tB
λi dt
WMi = Wi(qB + ∆t2 uB)
∫ tE
tB
u dt = uE+uB2 ∆t Aˆi =
∫ tE
tB
ai dt
(2)
Thus the discrete form of the equation of motion (1) according to Moreau’s midpoint rule is
uE = uB + M−1M (hM∆t +
n∑
i=1
WMiΛˆi), qE = qB +
uB + uE
2
∆t. (3)
For tE → tB we obtain in case of an impact the impact equation. The relation between the impulsive forces Λˆi and the relative
contact velocities γi is expressed by set-valued impulsive force laws:
unilateral contact i : Λi ∈ Upr(γEi + εiγBi) if gi(qB + uB ∆t2 ) < 0,
planar friction contact i : −Λi ∈ AˆiSgn(γEi + εiγBi). (4)
For tE → tB we obtain in case of an impact the impact laws by replacing γEi with γ+i and γBi with γ−i . In case of no impact
we obtain the set-valued force laws shown in figure 1.
3 Solution
By defining
γ =
(
γ1 · · · γn
)
G = WMM
−1
M WM
Λˆ =
(
Λˆ

1 · · · Λˆ

n
)
c = (I + ε)γB + WM M
−1
M hM∆t
WM =
(
WM1 · · · WMn
) (5)
the left equation of (3) can be transformed into the linear system γE + εγB = GΛˆ + c, in which each row represents one
contact. Using the corresponding set-valued impulsive force laws (4), we arrive at n inclusions describing the n contacts:
unilateral contact i :
n∑
j=1
GijΛˆj + Upr−1(Λˆi)  −ci,
planar friction contact i :
n∑
j=1
GijΛˆj + Sgn−1(
Λˆi
Aˆi
)  −ci.
(6)
In order to solve the contact inclusions (6), we look at simple inclusions which can be represented via non-linear equations:
x + r Upr−1(x)  b ⇔ x = prox
R
+
0
(b),
x + r Sgn−1(xa )  b ⇔ x = proxS(a)(b).
(7)
The proxC function defines a projection to the set C, in our cases C = R+0 and C = S(a) = [−a, a]:
prox
R
+
0
(b) =
{
b if b ≥ 0
0 if b < 0 proxS(a)(b) =
⎧⎨
⎩
−a if b < −a
b if −a ≥ b ≥ a
a if b > a .
(8)
The contact inclusions (6) can be transformed in a way that they can be solved by the relations (7). This is shown for the
unilateral contact:
−
n∑
j=1
j =i
Gij Λˆj − ci ∈ GiiΛˆi + Upr−1(Λˆi) or
n∑
i=1
GijΛˆj − ci + ri Λˆi ∈ riΛˆi + Upr−1(Λˆi). (9)
Using the second possibility in (9) we arrive at a non-linear equation system which can be solved iteratively. Two possible
iterative instructions are
JORproxmethod : Λˆν+1i = proxR+0
(
Λˆνi − ri (
n∑
j=1
Gij Λˆ
ν
j + ci)
)
,
SORproxmethod : Λˆν+1i = proxR+0
(
Λˆνi − ri (
j<i∑
j=1
GijΛˆ
ν+1
j +
n∑
j=i
GijΛˆ
ν
j + ci)
)
.
(10)
The JORprox method corresponds to a Jacobi relaxation method (JOR) for the linear system GΛˆ + c = 0 combined with a
projection, the SORprox method corresponds to a Gauss-Seidel relaxation method (SOR) combined with a projection. This
proceed can be interpreted as saddle point search of the augmented Lagrangian [1], as successive solution of the individ-
ual constraints [6] or as exact regularization [5]. Time-stepping methods are especially well suited for systems with many
unilateral constraints. More detailed information is provided in [7].
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